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Director Travers Jacobs 

 

Born in Texas, Travers Jacobs has travelled across the world capturing the 

different Lights,Textures, and Colors in Landscapes and People. 

His adaptive personality and “can-do” attitude garner him a variety of 

projects, ranging from his latest cinematography feat, a documentary 

feature on Alan Faena (Altimeter Films), to Acting for Camera Studio 

instruction in collaboration with Mirjana Jokovic (Underground, 1995).  

Not to mention his own film education which includes residencies at NYU 

and USC, as well as his MFA 

degree from CalArts in Film & Video.  

Travers is currently in development of (2) feature length scripts, the story 

of "The Mama's Boys" (Dallas Observer) and an Action Drama based off hisshort film "L'ultimo Caffe" 

(Production Cinemadamare and Distribution ArifaFilm, Italy). 

Currently, in Post Production are 3 short films being supervised by his production company "Zone 6" in 

Los Angeles.  

Travers currently resides between Miami, Dallas, and Los Angeles. 

 

Synopsis 

In this 1970’s Italian period drama, a young southern criminal confesses his life encounters with grand 

theft auto and incestual love. After years of helping his cousin pursuit her acting career, while professing 

his attraction and love for her, he his left with nothing but the pursuit of justice. Through the intensification 

of memories and emotions via flashbacks of his life, even his last coffee as a free man is of secondary 

importance. 

. 

Story / Subject 

Don Tony arrives in his blazing blue Alfa Romeo GT Junior, screeching in with the handbrake. He gets 

out and enters the local cafe where he orders his usual coffee. Inside the bar, among the few seated 

customers, a detective in civilian clothes, newspaper in hand, has been waiting for the arrival of Don Tony. 

With a stillness in the air, the detective asks him to tell the whole truth about his life, a life filled with abuse, 

robbery, drugs, violence and incestuous love. Don Tony does not hesitate to relive the moments, telling 

the detective the emotions that characterized his youth. Although still at a young age, Don Tony is aware 

of no longer having a reason to live. He has been abandoned and given up by his great love, his cousin 

Chiara, an actress pursuing a career in the north of Italy. The story starts from the beginning, ever since 

Don Tony, still a boy, begins to steal hats off peoples’ heads in the streets; a bit 'for fun, a bit' to need’, 

since his father was in prison at the time. Then he shifts to rob tobacco shops and steal cars. Don Tony 

has a large family, consisting of six brothers. The memory of his family and history becomes sharper in the 

mind of Don Tony, through the use of various flashbacks in the story. First, stealing a car from a garage, 



          
followed by an assault and robbery of a Porsche, all just to pay for a vacation. The story unfolds 

chronologically and at this point Don Tony confesses to the police officer why he moved from Campania to 

Basilicata. He feels an incestuous love for his cousin Chiara, conflicting his emotion and reputation; torn 

between love, a career, the business of cocaine, drag racing, and crime. At this point another Chiara 

flashback with her brother Pepi. In a plaza, Pepi rides a scooter given to him by Don Tony, which reflects 

and promotes Don Tony’s ideology of how to live a romantic and exotic life. Don Tony comes to the square 

with his blue car, knowing he can find Chiara with Pepi. After many times of Chiara keeping Don Tony 

away from Pepi, because of the dissolute life that Tony leads, she pushes him away from there and 

enforces him to stay away. Chiara summons Pepi nervously and walks away, leaving the scooter in the 

hands of Don Tony. Chiara is now increasingly convinced that there is no more reason to stay in the south 

of Italy and prefers to follow her dreams, a move from Basilicata to Milan. We see through another 

flashback, Don Tony catches wind of Chiara’s imminent departure. He goes to the pub in which she toasts 

with her closest friends about her future and dreams. Don Tony makes a last attempt to convince her to 

stay and follow her dreams here. He persuades her by suggesting to open the theater, whenever she 

wants, persuading her more to pursue her passion in his hometown, the city where he has power over 

everything. Don Tony tells Chiara to wait five minutes, heading to the phone booth to get in touch with a 

close friend that will open the theater for him late at night. Don Tony and Chiara enter the theater. Chiara 

is encaptured by the magical and cathartic space. Don Tony crosses his arms smugly, thinking again he 

has won her over. He loves her madly, and with his passion for cars, that is his only reason for living. The 

two passions, women and cars, both have the same importance for Don Tony. According to Don Tony, the 

difference between his two passions is that the car, despite the ill-treatment, will forever be his; while the 

woman, if not careful, can be lost forever. Don Tony now has full knowledge that Chiara's departure is 

imminent. At this point of the last flashback, Don Tony sits in the theater with a bottle of whiskey in his 

hands, watching Chiara rehearse. He speaks indirectly to her, saying he has done everything for her, but 

she has still decided to leave. Chiara is on the stage, continuing to play and prove her part, oblivious to the 

presence of Tony. Don Tony gets the instinct to go on stage, staggering and whispering to Chiara. He has 

the desire to make one last dance with her, one last kiss. After her refusal, a physical struggle, and a long 

stare in the eyes, the story comes back to the bar, back to reality, where Don Tony is confessing to the 

detective. Don Tony knows that the law has been following him and that he himself has chosen to 

surrender. This was his cafe where all his life he would go solely for his daily coffee. It was as if to grant 

himself this ultimate pleasure as a "free man" in a place very dear to him. Realizing that he has lost 

Chiara, he no longer has any reason to live. Don Tony chooses to indulge himself in the hands of justice, 

without any resistance, turning himself in and entering a life behind bars. 

 


